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University
police chief
suspended
Barnes on paid leave after Aug. 3 incident

FELIX LING/ DAILY STAFF

Students head to their classes on Wednesday beneath a Welcome Week banner near El Paseo De Cesar Chavez

UPD prior to
By Andrew Tartu
his death: Stake
Daily Siwri., 1,:ditor
said.
Earlier this month, Chief Andre
According
Barnes of the San Jose State Unito reports taken
versity Police Department was put
by officers from
on "paid temporary leave: Nancy
UPD, Collier met
Stake. SJSU director of government
Chief Andre barns
with Chief Barnes
and media relations, said in a stateto name the locament.
Barnes had been the UPD chief tion of a stolen gun.
In the reports, officers said they
of police since 2004 and is currently under investigation for an Aug. were told not to arrest Collier and
3 situation involving former SJSU to "just bring the gun back to UPD
and book it in: Officers stated that
football player Katrell Collier.
"Chief Andre Barnes is currently Barnes felt Collier wasn’t a threat
on paid temporary leave while an and would turn in the gun without
investigation is underway concern- any problems.
ing the circumstances surrounding
see BARNES, page 3
Katrell Collier’s contact with the

Marijuana group plans on-campus protest Old library reopens
Demonstration to be Friday
Jeremy Barousse
Senior Staff Wale,Members of the downtown community are
organizing a protest against the San Jose State
University Police Department on Friday.
The protest is following the arrest of three
medical marijuana patients who were possession of marijuana on the university campus.
"Protesting the arrest for legally possessing
marijuana is not our original intent: said Jim
Lohse, president of the Silicon Valley Cannabis
Patients Union. "The reason why we are so active in this is because UPD doesn’t know the
law and isn’t interested in finding out:

Sgt. John Laws of UPD said the arrests were
standard procedure and thinks the protest will
have a low turnout of support.
"I don’t anticipate that the protest will have
any effect on the campus," Laws said.
The union is a local chapter of the Compassionate Coalition, whose main goal is to protect the rights of medical marijuana patients.
Christine Flora, a homeless woman and
medical marijuana patient, was arrested on the
morning of July 26 for sleeping on campus and
cited for possessing four ounces of marijuana.
In protest, Lohse and another union affiliate
were arrested Aug. 4 on SISU campus and cited
for possession of marijuana despite showing
their government -issued medical marijuana

A.S. Board of Directors names three
over summer to fill vacant positions
By Julia Cooper
Day Stall Irriler
The Associated Students Board
of Directors filled three vacant
positions with appointments earlier this month.
Caroline Le, director of campus climate affairs. Steven Shuy,
director of student fee affairs,
and Anthony Umina, director of
programming affairs, were voted
on by the Board and sworn in
Aug. 9.
Vice President Che Angkham
said the positions were vacated
over the summer due to resignations.
Le, who served as director
of campus advising affairs last
year, said she wanted the position after witnessing hostility
among students in the Student
Union and feeling the need to
change the campus environment.
"I felt it wasn’t as welcoming as
it could be to students:" Le said. "I
also want to create more visibility
among student groups:
Shuy said he sought a board
position after feeling the need to
contribute to the campus community.

"I’m about to graduate: Shuy
said. "I felt like I wanted to give
something back to SJSU before I
left:
Umina could not be reached
before press time.
The board also approved
Wednesday the appointment of
Alex Ramos and Joel Bridge man for students -at -large to
the Spartan Shops Board of
Directors, and Temesgen Atzbaha and Arnold Melgar for
students -at -large to Student
Fairness Committee.
Director of Faculty Affairs
Megha Patel said discussions
are under way for the campus
to spearhead a new project that
will make San Jose State University "sweat free: with all Spartan
clothing guaranteed to be produced without using sweatshop
labor.
Director of Legislative Affairs Michael Reyes also reported on decisions made at a
California State Student Association meeting held Aug. I 820 at Cal State Stanislaus. The
association established a goal
to register 1,500 SJSU students
to vote this year.

identification card.
Lohse, who was arrested for his first time,
claims that he was the victim of willful and illegal misconduct by the UPD.
"(UPD) can’t get it through their thick
heads that we can possess marijuana legally,"
Lohse said. "I want police to know that when
they don’t follow the law, they aren’t doing
their job."
Lohse expects to have about 50 people at the
protest.
"I understand (Lohse’s) perspective, but I
simply disagree with his interpretation of the
law: said Laws.
see PROTEST; page 3

College of Engineering
ranked 12th in the nation
Magazine also names computer engineering fifth
By Stefanie Chase
Dady Staff 117rtler
The College of Engineering
at San Jose State University was
recently ranked 12th in the 2007
edition of "America’s Best Colleges’’ by the "U.S. News and World
Report:’
"Basically, we are climbing the
ranks: said Belle Wei, dean of the
College of Engineering.
Wei added that SJSU was
ranked 16 in 2003, and rose to
14 in 2004 and 2005. Wei gave
credit to the Silicon Valley and
the resources that are available
because of the location. She said
that she has the advantage of access to skilled faculty, staff and
students who make the development of "cutting-edge programs"
possible.
"The talent pool here is awesome: Wei said referring to the
Silicon Valley.
SJSU’s computer engineering
program was ranked No. 5 in
the category of "best engineering
programs where the highest degree is a bachelor’s or master’s:

Associate professor Jerry Gao
in the computer engineering
department said that he is very
proud.
"All of the chair, faculty and
staff work very hard: Gao said.
Esteban Mora, a computer engineering major who transferred
this semester from Los Medanos
College in Pittsburgh, said how
this assured him that he made
the right decision by transferring
to SJSU.
"I’m actually going to a school
that will be able to help (me) out
a lot: Esteban said.
In addition to taking fifth for
the computer engineering program, SJSU placed I 1 th in electrical engineering and 12th in
mechanical engineering.
Both of these programs received these rankings among
universities that offer bachelor’s
and master’s degrees only.
The business program was also
recognized and was ranked 129
under the category of "best busisee RANKS, page 8

doors as Clark Hall
By Mary Beth Hislop
Dady Stair Writtr
The old, five-story, ivy-covered
Clark Library that closed in 2003
has a new interior, new inhabitants and a new name. Instead of
a huge collection of books, Robert D. Clark Hall is now home to
several San Jose State University
departments, student services,
administration and finance offices, as well as classrooms.
"We were in very crowded
conditions: said Jim Lobdell,
linguistics and language development lecturer. "(Here) it’s bright,
clean and pleasant ... it’s more
inviting:’ Lobdell said members
of the LLD department used to
be scattered across the campus in
different buildings. They are now
housed together within walking
distance of each other, on the
fourth floor, along with the anthropology, political science, foreign languages, humanities and

library and information sciences
departments.
"It encourages collaboration,"
Lobdell said.
While political science department administrative support
assistant Caitlyn Caraccioli said
staff members have "a very nice
view" in their offices, they are
trying to get used to the plethora
of doors and halls.
"It’s like a maze: Caraccioli
said.
According to planning and design construction manager Daniel No, each of the five floors has
35,000 square feet for a near total
of 180,000. No said the $20 million remodeling project began in
March 2005 and was completed
"exactly one year later:
"It was pretty much on budget: No said.
The Clark building was origisee CLARK, page 3

Make a left in Albuquerque
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Kasey Johnston, a freshman journalism major, gives directions to Fatema
Shahdawala. a freshman business major, in the Student Services Center on
Wednesday
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I have no regrets. I wouldn’t have lived my life the way I did if I was going to worry
about what people were going to say.
- Ingrid Bergman

Ti-if c-,Tc RY".0 FAR

’I can’t remember the time or place or what you were wearing’
I he phone rings. It’s 7 a.m.
Should I pick it up or let it ring? The train leaves at
7:30. Time to pack, time to get ready. Stop thinking.
Start moving.
Casey rolls out of bed, reaches her arm to her
phone placed on the top of her nightstand and picks
it up.
"What’s up?"
She scuffles from her futon and slams open her
closet.
"What did you say again?"
’she quickly pushes through the clothes in her
iset, past a light blue tank top with white hearts,
hanging and a black skirt.
-les not about the destination, but the journey
getting there:’ the person on the other line mutters
before hanging up.
What the ... Casey pauses momentarily, looking at
her phone, shrugs it off and throws the phone across
the room onto her bed. She yanks a green cashmere
sweater off a wire hanger and pulls a pair of black
pants out of her drawer.
Dog hair. Go figure.
She throws her pants on the floor and pulls out a
pair of khakis. She rushes into the bathroom and sets
them down on the toilet.
As she enters the kitchen, she opens up the toaster
door, leans back to the fridge and pulls out the strawberry cream cheese and a blueberry bagel. She slams
the fridge door closed and rushes into the bathroom.
She throws on her clothes. She brushes her teeth.
As she ruffles her hair, the clock reads 7:10.

Casey slides into her puma shoes, opens her closet
and grabs her shoulder bag, pre -packed.
She pushes her pillows and blankets off her bed,
looking back and forth. Back and forth.
Keys. Keys.
She looks over to the coffee table.
Aha.
Casey grabs her keys and stuffs
them in her pocket.
The clock reads 7:20.
Casey slings her bag on her
shoulder and walks out the door
of her studio, reaching back and
switching off the light.
The toaster dings.
SHANNON BARRY
She rushes back inside and pulls
the bagel out of the toaster.
Hot. Hot.
She laughs. Yeah, toasters are hot.
She eyes the cream cheese.
No time as Casey throws it back in the fridge.
She walks out the door, bagel in hand, and rushes
out.
At the Amtrak station. The clock reads 7:38. "I’d
like a ticket !Or the 7:40 to," Casey begins.
"You’re not going to make it," the receptionist
says, angi:!,
"Run.- she says urgently.
Who invented stress? Always somewhere to go.
Never enough time. That’s right, it’s times fault.
"Buy your ticket. ... ," the receptionist’s voice
trails away as Casey runs out the door, around the

collier and towards the first track, flip flops pounding
against the pavement.
The 747 Capital Corridor train to Sacramento
blows its horn and smoke pillows out as it slowly
inches forward, picking up speed as Casey approaches the double doors in front of it.
Too late.
A woman knitting peers out the window, watching
Casey run and to a sudden halt.
Shock.
Back to the station to buy a ticket for the next
train.
It’s 10:15.
( 7asey stumbles on board, tripping on her own feet
on her way up the stairs and skids her knee on the
ground.
An old man wearing a tweed jacket, newspaper
in hand, slowly turns around, lowers his spectacles,
looking down on ’asey and grimaces.
She stands up, quickly shrugging it off and slides
in the seat closest the stairs.
-Tickets please," the train conductor billows, as
the slain begins moving, shifting Casey forward in
tic’s scat

Rummaging through her bag, the sudden shift
causes her to hit her head on the side of the table.
"W’hat a morning," she mutters to herself
The train conductor walks briskly up the aisle and
stops by the side of her chair, placing his arm on the
side and pauses.
Papers are falling out of her leather bag, and they
begin slipping down the chair. She advances to save

them in time as the conductor begins kneeling down
simultaneously.
They both bump heads.
Casey laughs hysterically and holds her head in
her hand.
She looks up at him, him looking almost fatherly
and with complete understanding.
The train ticket slides out from between a couple
papers and the conductor catches it just in time.
Casey looks at him with appreciation and smiles
"Thank ..."
"Don’t worry about it," he says quickly, almost as
if knowing exactly what she was going to say.
He takes the ticket, hole punches it and tears off
the perforated area. Ile takes a pink, rectangular slip
and pen from out of his front shin pocket, writes an
S on it and places it in the transparent holder above
Casey’s seat.
"You would never believe the morning I’ve had,"
Casey says, pulling an Odwalla bottle out of her bag
and opening it as the train shifts again and a couple
drops spill on her khaki pants.
Casey looks up at him.
"And you would never believe how systematic my
mornings have become." the train conductor says,
eyebrow raised as he smirks. "Don’t forget to see
the comical side to everything. Before you know it,
you’ll be longing for those moments again."

Shannon Barry is the Spartan Daily A&E editor.
"The Story So Far" appears every Thursday.

LIFE ON STANDBY
Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site at
www.thespartandaily.com. You may also submit
information in writing to DBH 209.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members.The deadline for entries is
noon three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
336 E. William St. For more information, contact
Michelle Salinsky at (408) 286-6669.

TODAY
Welcome Week lob Fair
Meet with campus representatives seeking
students for on -campus jobs in front of the Career
Center from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. For more information, contact Garrison Dyer at (408) 924-6028.
Communication Studies Department
New students are welcomed to drop -in advising
and coffee with the chair at Hugh Gillis Hall room
215 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information,
contact Dennis jaehne at (408) 924-5360.
Department of Political Science Grand
Re-Opening and Open House
Political Science students, faculty and staff are
invited to enjoy refreshments and tour our new
offices in Clark Hall room 471 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
For more information, contact Liz Harding at (408)
924-5550.
All Greek Barbecue
Four Greek councils and all 35 fraternities and
sororities will be celebrating their common purpose
and sharing information about their organizations.
There will be festival games and great food at the
Paseo de Cesar Chavez barbecue pits from 11 a.m.
to noon. For more information, contact Angela
Harper at (408) 924-5950.
Health Science Daily Contest
Enter to win the daily prize, new students are
welcomed, meet peer advisers, find out what’s happening this fall in MacQuarrie Hall room 407 from
11 p.m. to 1 p.m. For more information, contact
Anna Foster Combes at (408) 924-2970 or e-mail
annacom001@aol.com.
FRIDAY
Jewish Student Union
The Jewish Student Union is holding a free Shabbat Dinner at 7 p.m. in Hillel House at
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All Greek Poo! Party
All students are welcome to join in the games
and contests. Food and a disc jockey will set the
mood at the Aquatic Center from ii a.m. to 3 p.m.
For more information, contact Angela Harper at
(408) 924-5950.
MONDAY
Student Health Center and Nursing Open House
All are welcome to learn more about services
and take a brief tour in front of the Health building from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. For more information,
contact Rachel Vimont at (408) 924-6133
rvimont@email.sjsu.edu.
IFC Barbecue
The Interfraternity Council encourages those
interested in joining a fraternity to meet up at the
Paseo de Cesar Chavez barbecue pits from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. For more information, contact Angela
Harper at (408) 924-5950.
Be the Change
Learn about community service opportunities
available through the Chavez Community Action
Center and AmeriCorps-Bridge Borders in the
Pacifica Room of the Student Union from noon to
1 p.m. For more information, contact Jonathan Stoll
at (408) 924-6240 or e-mail at jon.stoll@as.sjsu.edu.
TUESDAY
Spartan Financial Aid Fair
See what services the Financial Aid and Scholarship office has to offer with presentations on financial literacy and entrance loan counseling in the Art
Quad from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. For more information,
contact Carolyn Guel at (408) 924-6083.

ADVISERS
Richard Craig and Jan Shaw, News; Michael Cheers, Photojournalism, Tim Hendrick, Advertising; Tim
Burke, Production Chief
STAFF WRITERS
Kris Anderson, tell Downey, Michael Geslam
SENIOR STAFF WRITERS
Greg Lydon, Dominique Streeter, Matthew Zane

First impressions are key
to surviving the school year
By now you have gotten a little taste of what
the next four months are going to be like. All the
greensheets and first impressions of professors and
classmates have been made.
For some of us coming back, or
those starting freshmen who have
planned ahead, we managed to coordinate class schedules with friends.
But for some other newbies, we
strain to see a familiar face or focus
our ears for a familiar name as we
enter a class.
JANET MARCELO
More often, we are another face
in a sea of others and would prefer sitting there listening intently to the lecture. Or
staring at the clock assuming there is one in the
classroom and it is functioning and willing it to
move faster.
t Inless you have become some kind of superhero
this pass summer, you will have better luck sucking
it up and trying to make a friend.
It is hard, but it must be done.
You are not the only one sizing up your classmates as they walk into the classroom, and no one
wants to approach or sit next to you if you have a
scowl on your face.
I have been guilty of the latter. In fact, I was
scowling all throughout one of my six -week summer
school sessions this past summer. The only time a
smile lit my face was when class ended or when the
professor dismissed us early.
This may be hard to believe for some of you who
know me, because usually when I start talking, you
can’t shut me up. But there is just something intimidating about talking to someone you have never met
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Readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a letter
to the editor.
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"Life on Standby" usually appears every Monday.
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or may never see outside those four walls.
You’re thinking "maybe they won’t like me ...
maybe they will think I’m weird...maybe we won’t
have anything to talk about,"
That’s a lot of "maybe’s" and actually you have
plenty to talk about because you have one important
thing in common, you are both taking a class together.
Knowing someone who is in your class will actually work in your favor. You will have someone to
call or e-mail if you miss a class, share notes with,
study with and complain about the workload or professor with.
I wish I had done that for my summer class.
Instead. I would miss a class and be paranoid of what
important information I missed out on or a quiz.
Sure, a way to avoiding paranoia would be to not
miss class at all, but sometimes emergencies happen.
Emergencies, such as your water line bursting in
the middle of the night and trying to find a 24-hour
plumber who actually would pick up the phone and
show up before the house flooded.
Yeah, those kind of emergencies.
Who knows? Maybe by the end of the semester,
the two, three or more of you will get together and
organize your schedules so you won’t have to repeat
this ritual.
I lowever. if not, at least you would have survived
the class a lot less painfully with someone else.
So, look to your left, right, front and back and
offer a kind smile. Just don’t try scaring anyone nosy,
and say "hello."

408.924.3270
The Spartan Daily is a Public Forum

A letter to the editor is a response to an
issue or a point of view that has appeared in
the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between zoo to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions must
contain the author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente) Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at spartandaily0
casaasjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or &ISO.
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BARNES- Interim chief pledges
same level of campus security
,aansued.tront page
Reims%
death. he had
told Barnes he ’.s .1’s -trying to
clean up his life- and that -he just
%%anted to get rid of the gun.- the
report said. On Aug. 9. t ’Ii it’
died after falling from a building
in all apparent sit is id1
"We Like

best

mailers ,,eri-

iiusls iii]
15:1111 is understand
what happened. ’stake said, "Co.
ii it I,oksr has agreed to serve
.is
Lind during the
invesuganse process. I his will al
loss’ the int estigation Is, pro,eed
as tile Unisetsits Polite Department continue, to ser se the University community.Interim I ’Mei I oker has been
with the UPI) sine 2000. In a
statement, the interim chief stated that normal police Itperations
would go on under his command.
-We are continuing to pursue
our ritical role tri making this

a sate campus Is eL cr% ink., Ile
said. "Students, tat tilts ansl statl
can count on the I ns ersity Police Department to provide the
same 24/7 professional support as
we always have.Barnes was not as ailable tUr
comment, but he told the San lose
Mercury News that he lelt he did
nothing is mug and Mat lie neL
stopped his officers iroin ill esi
log Collier.
-I had an opportunm to get a
gun oll the streets," Barnes is the
Mersury Ness’s.
think my (Jill
Certi misinterpreted the ,attiation.

"We take these matters
seriously and we want to
understand what
happened."
Nancy Stake,
SJSU spokeswoman

PROTEST- Union says rights were violated
atai nue, I ram page

I

Laws added that Lohse and
I lora sail tight their case and get
lienr marijuana back in court.
"Ifs standard for us to arrest
campus lor possomebody
sessing a iontrolled stibstAllie,"
Laws said. "But they can go to
court and present their right to
possess Inarillidila with proper
do, umenlation and have their citations is us
We had them detained wink, we wrote up their citations, and released them when
we were done:
flora, who serves as secretar) treasurer for the union, argues

that her rights were still violated.
"I get very upset when people
step on my eiNil rights,- Flora said.
"And it.
ii ttas denying me the
right to Use my medicine."
Lohse, who has been advertising the protest through various
websites, hopes to teach the uni
versity students to know the letter
of Mc law.
’I understand why (LTD) does
what they do;’ I ohsesaid."But they
need ii, know the law. (The I’ll)
acts like overprotecting parents:
The protest is st heduled at
4:20 p.m. 1-nday it san Salvador
and Seventh streets, in front ot
the parking garage and the UPI).

ilANtIL SAT’

San Jose State University student Rebecca Chang, an English major, examines the floor plan of Clark Hall before
classroom on Wednesday.

to her

CLARK- Some professors say they have more space
Pagc

nails ,omtrus led to house NIC Ck cl
lion that the Unisei sits ssas tom
piling. hi its earliest design isouts plaimets
proposed an 18 -story building that paralleled
San I ernando Street.
bie of the t hallenges facing all of the departments Ill this major move was the act u initiation
of shill that builds up through the y,.11..
packing for the impendine move last
spring, politital science Professor 1 ins Gerston
said that he found newspapers clips in the bat k
of his file cabinets dating back to the bOs.

I obtk.11 tools a ragman, appro.’, h to the
paclong.
’I got rikl oi all s,ol
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EC.
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rooms still his L.
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sikA Station is now Op

Get onboard...
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1
Paseo de
San Antonio
StatIon

SJSU

New station platforms
provide level roll on, roll off
access at all light rail doors
2-3 blocks from SJSU

2 Units of academic credit
Free admission to football games

Ride all VTA buses and light rail
free with your Tower Card and
’ AS Eco Pass Sticker

One free trip each Fall
Play at an Oakland Raiders game

Telephone. (408) 924 RIDE

oonterey

Priority registration privileges for
all marching band members

e,

All instrumentalists & Color Guard
members are welcome
0

Marching Band meets MWF 3:45 PM - 6:15 PM
Call 924-4643 for more information
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MST
Service starts August 28
3 roundtrips daily, 7 days a week
Serves Monterey, Prunedale, Gilroy,
Morgan Hill, and SJSU
Easy access to popular destinations
in Monterey
Suitable for commuting, or for
weekend getaways
(The Monterey San Jose Express bus is NO) a
VIA service.)

Email.tsPas.sjsu.edu
Web: www.ts.sjsu.edu
Transportation Solutions
Center is located on the
main floor of the Student
Union building
9:00 am to 4:30 pm
Funded
by
‘i 5.1 I.
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SPORTS

FRIDAY’S GAMES
-Men’s Soccer vs. Cal State East Bay (Exhibition) @ Spartan Stadium, 7:00 p.m.
-Women’s Soccer vs. Loyola Marymount @ Los Angeles, 1:00 p.m.
-Women’s Volleyball vs. Fordham University @ Flagstaff, Ariz. 500 p.m.

Student finds success in competitive eating
By KM Anderson
Stall
in Independence Day this
summer, San lose State University
Student and competitive eating
phenom Joey Chestnut looked to upset
the most dominant
figure in the history
of the sport.
Chestnut broke
his own American
record of 50 hot
dogs in 12 minutes,
finishing with a total of 52 and
earning second place in the contest.
He lost to Takeru Kobayashi of
Japan by one and three-quarters
hot dogs and buns in the Nathan’s
Famous Fourth of July Hot Dog
Eating Contest.
According to Richard Shea,
co-founder of the International Federation of Competitive
Eating, an estimated crowd of
the
with
25,000
arrived
somehopes
of witnessing
another
thing
special,
and
1.4 million households watched on
ESPN.
"Joey is the most
important figure. I
would argue, in American sports," Shea said.
"He has the ability to
change history:’
Of all the contests
in the year, Nathan’s is
widely regarded as the
pinnacle of competition.
1 train 100 times harder for that
contest than any other:’ Chestnut
said. "And there’s no money involved:’
Shea compared the contest, held

huKohay.i,h his never lOst
man opponent. I Iis only loss is to a
bear, Shea said.
"This is what he does for a living:’ Chestnut said of Kobayashi.
"Ile doesn’t go to school,
he doesn’t work. Last
year he made a quarter
of a million, he has a
reason to be that good."
Shea compared the
two eaters to the likes of
Phil Mickelson and Tiger Woods.
"I’m
hoping
he’s
right:’ Chestnut said of the comjacket. ’,Ilea said.
Chestnut acknowledges the level parison. "Hut it’s not quite a rilvalry
of importance of Nathan’s by call- yet, I haven’t beat him’
Denmark, who ate 22 hot dogs
ing it the Superbowl of competitive
and buns at Nathan’s, called the
eating.
"Id win at five other contests, analogy accurate.
"Mickelson is a good compariand I would trade it all to beat
(Kobayashi) at Nathan’s," Chestnut son because he can be the crowd
said. "I look forward to that contest favorite, he has the potential to
winr he said.
more than any other:’
Denmark also said that the lonWhile Kobayashi remains at the
top ot the sport, Chestnut is ranked ger the rivalry lasts, the more the
se,ond, and many believe he can sport will grow.
"We’re all kind of riding the
and will beat Kobayashi.
"He’s got more speed than Ko- wave right now:’ Denmark said.
"Right now, we’re just
waiting to see what
happens:’
The Nathan’s contest was started in
1916, when the contest started as a means
to find the most patrioh,. immigrant. Shea
said. An Irishman by
the name of Jim Mulbayashi in the first two minutes:’ lin reportedly won.
The sport as gaining rapid popcompetitive eater Erik Denmark
said. "He’ll beat Kobayashi when ularity, Shea said, and he hopes to
he’s up by I() or 15 going into the see the inception of a point .ystem
as well as increasing prize- money.
last minute:’
in Coney Island, New York, to one
of the biggest golfing stops on the
PGA.
"Nathan’s is our Masters, and the
mustard -yellow belt is our green

"Competitive eating is really starting to gain
steam. In the future I would anticipate box scores
in the paper"
Richard Shea, IFOCE

"There are only a couple people who can come
close to me. Kobayashi is tough. He always
brings his A-game."
Joey Chestnut,
SJSU student and competitive eater
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SJSU student, Joey Chestnut, competes in the World Gyoza-Eating Championship in Los Angeles last Saturday. Chestnut ate
212 gyozas in 10 minutes.
"Competitive eating is really
starting to gain steam, Shea said.
"In the future I would anticipate
box scores in the paper:’
Chestnut and Kobayashi faced off again during the summer, competing at the Johnsonville Bratwurst Eating Contest.
Kobayashi downed Chestnut
again, to keep his No. 1 world
ranking.
Chestnut called his second place
effort "pitiful:’ eating 48 brats to
Kobayashi’s 58.
"I didn’t know about (the competition) until the last minute’ he
said.
Denmark also competed, totaling 15 and a half brats.
"The Johnsonville was disappointing for me," Denmark said.
"I didn’t have my best day, but you
just move on:’
After the contest, a group of
eaters convened to watch the contest re -air on ESPN.

"Eight or 10 of us were in this
small hotel room with our Milwaukee’s Best Light watching ourselves
on TV," Denmark said. "It was pretty bizarre:’
Shea commented on the camaraderie among the eaters as well,
saying that though he knows them
all, he finds it difficult to root for
anyone in particular.
"Guys are really, really friendly with each other:’ Shea said.
"It’s kind of like a fraternity:’
Chestnut most recently competed in the World Gyoza-Eating
Championships last Saturday in
Los Angeles as a part of a Japanese
heritage festival.
Gyoza are Japanese dumplings
on scale with potstickers, and for
the contest, were tilled primarily
with chicken.
Chestnut won, eating 212 gyoza,
or 12 pounds, in 10 minutes.
Denmark competed as well, finishing with 94.

"I did OK," Denmark said.
gyoza was fast, so it turned
into a capacity contest"
Chestnut said that though traveling to all the different contests
this summer seemed exhausting,
his capacity is currently higher
than it has ever been.
He will face Kobayashi next in
October, competing in the Krystal
Square-Off in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Chestnut ate 28 of Krystal’s hamburgers, which are typically half the
size of a McDonald’s cheeseburger,
in two minutes recently as publicity for the contest.
The record for Krystals is 69
in eight minutes, set by the undefeated Kobayashi, according to the
IFOCE.
"There are only a couple people
who can come close to me," Chestnut said. "Kobayashi is tough. He
always brings his A-game:’
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Spartans ready to kick offseason
Football team ends training camp, prepares for road opener
is that four of the first five games
By Greg Lydon
of the season are at home," said
Dag,/ Sow,’ Chl If Wriier
The San Jose State University Lawrence Fan. sports informafootball team concluded its sum- tion director. "Spartan fans will
mer training camp this week, get a strong early preview of this
and a., e fall semester begins, year’s team early and often:
Other highlights in the Sparthe team is looking ahead toward
its season-opening game against
the University of Washington.
"Our summer camp was to
get our guys ready to play a full
football schedule starting with a
tough opener against Washington," said Dick Tomey, SJSU head
football coach.
The team begins preparation
for their game against Washington this week when the SJSU
coaching staff will start to introduce the players to what kind
of offensive and defensive sets
tan home schedule this season
Washington likes to run.
"It’s nice that summer camp include a nationally televised
is done: said SISU junior quar- game on ABC against Western
terback Adam Tafralis. "I think Athletic Conference rival Unieveryone is happy to stop hitting versity of Nevada-Reno and the
each other in practice and focus
on someone else:’
This season marks the first
time since 1949 that the Spartans
have seven home football games.
The Spartans will host Stanford University in the home
opener Sept. 9 at Spartan Stadium with a 3 p.m. kickoff.
According to the sports information department, the
SJSU ticket office will provide
5,000 student tickets for every last home game of the season
home game. Students can obtain against main conference rival
a ticket with a valid Tower Card. Fresno State University.
The main question going into
"What’s great about the
2006 Spartan football schedule the season opener focuses on the

"Our summer camp was to
get our guys ready to play a
full football schedule startng
with a tough opener against
Washington."
Dick Tomey,
SJSU head coach

"I think everyone is happy
to stop hitting each other
in practice and focus on
someone else."
Adam Tafralis,
SJSU quarterback

SJSU quarterback position.
According to Tomey, both
returning starting quarterback
Tafralis and junior college transfer Sean Flynn will see action at
quarterback in the season opener.
"Both will play how much
will be determined by how well
each player does," Tomey said.
"Sean has played well and is a
little ahead at the moment, but a
lot can change until kickoff of the
first game:
Flynn transferred from Los
Angeles Harbor College in
Southern California where he
was third among 2005 California
Community players in total offense last season.
"Obviously you want to be the
guy," Tafralis said. "I know the
position is always up for grabs
and I’m just going to keep battling."
The coaches will still look to
junior tailback Yonus Davis to
he the main weapon on offense
for the Spartans no matter who’s
handing him the ball.
Davis rushed for 30 yards and
scored one touchdown in the
team’s intra-squad scrimmage
last week.
The Spartans will have nearly
two weeks of preparation before
their season opens up on the
road Sept. 2 at Washington University.
The last time the two teams
met was Oct. 9 2004 in Washington. The Huskies beat the Spartans 21-6.
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Team
hopes
to start
healthy
By duet Borrera
Dady
Mior
With the last days of practice
winding down for the San Jose
State University volleyball team,
head coach Craig Choate said he
is confident he has one of the best
squads in years.
"This team plays exceptional defense, they are fun to watch: Choate said.
The Spartans lost two from seniors last season, but have picked
up three new players and the return of one from a season-ending
Injury.
Senior outside hitter Sarah
Christensen made her return from
a knee injury that kept her out of
the 2005 season.
"It’s great, I am really excited:
Christensen said.
The new faces on the squad include transfer students Kari Anglin, from Sacramento City College,
and Kelly Crow, from UC Riverside. Both will fold into the outside
hitter position.
The lone true freshman on the
team, defensive specialist Kristal
Tsukano from Honolulu, Choate
said has done a "fabulous job:’
The new additions will join a
veteran squad that is coming off a
sixth place conference finish with

Gavin McChesney /Daily Senior Star

San Jose State University sophomore Brittany Collet jumps to block the ball
Wednesday during practice at the Spartan Gym
a 7-9 record (12-17 overall). Choate said his players are practicing
with a focus that hasn’t been there
in years.
He added that he is confident
that the team should compete well
this season.
In a preseason coaches’ poll,
SJSU was voted to finish fifth in
the Western Athletic Conference.
The University of Hawai’i, coming
off its 10th straight WAC title, was
voted first.
Players echoed their coach’s optimism adding that the team chemistry is solid and the members are
getting along very well.
"We are going to be really good
this season: said sophomore setter Brittany Collet. "We have a lot
of depth in every position. We are
working very will together:
Christensen said with the talent
on the team, the squad has several
new weapons they didn’t have last
year.
"We will be a lot better than last

year: Christensen said. "We have a
we have more
lot more options
competition for every position."
The Spartans will open the season Friday in Arizona at the Hilton Garden Inn NAU Invitational.
Their first game will be played
against Fordham University.
Choate said he thought his team
has a good chance of winning the
tournament.
The only obstacle the Spartans
face is injuries, which will force a
few starters to sit out, Choate said.
"This is not going to be a fish fry.
but I expect to go down there and
be successful: Choate said.
Senior libero Jessie Shull said
with some starters out, the other
players have an opportunity to gain
experience on the court.
"It gives players a bigger responsibility: Shull said. "It gives nonstarters an opportunity to see court
time:’
SJSU plays its first home game
on Sept. 6 at the Spartan Gym.
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New video shows Bay Area
journalist held in Gaza Strip
By Marcus Wohlsan
Avociated
SAN FRANCISCO When
kidnapped journalist Steve Centanni appeared on a video released
by his captors Wednesday, John
Tracy was not surprised to see his
friend and former employee looking unfazed by the ordeal.
Family members and colleagues
described Centanni as a calm, quiet
man devoid of the panache sometimes associated with the image of
the gung-ho war correspondent.
’those same qualities, they said,
have made him the reporter Fox
News Channel taps to cover the
world’s most violent conflicts.
"He’s kind of the quiet guy they
send wherever there is a hot spot,"
said Tracy, the longtime news director at NBC affiliate KTUU in
Anchorage, Alaska, where Centanni hosted a half-hour news show
in the early 1990s. "He got the job
done:’
A group calling itself the Holy
Jihad Brigades released a video
Wednesday of Centanni and cameraman Olaf Wiig and demanded
that Muslim prisoners in U.S. jails
be released within 72 hours in exchange for the men. It was the first
footage of the two since they were
kidnapped Aug. 14 in Gaza City.
A Fox News spokeswoman declined to comment. The network
issued a statement, saying: "We’re
encouraged that our colleagues appear to be alive and well in the tape
that was released today. We trust
that the abductors understand they
are responsible for Steve and Olaf’s
welfare and safe return. We ask for
their irrmediatc release;
Centanni grew up in Los Altos,
a suburb south of San Francisco,
and earned a degree in broadcasting from San Francisco State University in 1977.
Early in his career, he was an
anchor and reporter for Bay Area
radio stations and also wrote
and produced news segments for

KRON-TV, a former NBC affiliate
here, for eight years before venturing to Anchorage.
After his stint in Alaska, he
moved to Washington and worked
for CNN before joining Fox News
for the network’s debut in 1996.
He covered U.S. military operations in Afghanistan and Pakistan
following the attacks of Sept. 11,
2001, and has reported from Kashmir, Iraq, and now Gaza, where
masked gunman took Centanni
and Wiig from their vehicle earlier
this month.
Centanni is not married and has
no children, said his brother, Ken
Centanni of San Jose.
"He’s just been married to his
career; he said, adding that his
brother is a "very caring loving
man" who has "always been there
for the family;
He said the video released
Wednesday was the family’s first
indication that Centanni was still
alive. On it, he and Wiig appear to
be in good health and are seated on
the floor in sweat suits.
"They look tired and a bit down
but they look good; Ken Centanni
said. "We’re just at this point going
to do what we can to secure their
release;
Centanni’s dedicated approach
to his job has clearly served him
well in breaking big stories, said
Steve Turnham, who worked with
Centanni as a fellow CNN news
writer in the mid-1990s.
Centanni was the first television
reporter to send back reports from
the house where Saddam Hussein’s
two sons died after a gun battle
with U.S. soldiers, according to his
biography on the Fox News Web
site.
"He was fairly unflappable;
Tumham said. "It can be a little tense
at times because you’re working on
tight deadlines. I never remember
him getting bent out of shape
An avid hiker, Centanni filed
lengthy reports from the remote

regions of Alaska’s vast wildernesF
backcountry, from conflict over
national forest logging projects
to climbers scaling the crags of
Mount McKinley. The rugged assignments helped prepare him for
the rigors of war reporting in the
Middle East.
Centanni isn’t an ego-driven reporter motivated by a love of the
spotlight, his colleagues said.
"What really drove and drives
him is just this incredible sense
of curiosity and wanting to know
about things and people he didn’t
know about before; said Laura
Bliss Spaan. his former co-host in
Alaska.
Like Centanni, Wiig, 36, has
worked in Mideast hot spots, including Afghanistan, Iraq, Kashmir and the Palestinian territories,
since 2001.
Family members in his native
New Zealand were not immediately
available for comment Wednesday
but have called him a dedicated
journalist and compassionate man.
He previously worked in the
northern New Zealand city of
Auckland as a freelance cameraman and in the capital. Wellington,
for New Zealand’s network TV3.
He was born on New Zealand’s
Kapiti Coast, just north of Wellington, and has been married for eight
years to Anita McNaught, a journalist for BBC World. McNaught
is in Gaza helping officials hunt for
her husband.
His father, Presbyterian minister
Roger Wiig, has appealed to Wiig’s
captors to see him not as a representative of U.S. foreign policy or
Fox News, but as a compassionate
human being.
"He is a person who would understand them and would want
then to tell their story to the world;
Wiig told New Zealand media following his son’s capture. "He is a
man who understands the struggle
for justice, and that peace depends
upon justice;
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By Barry Schweid
A000ciated
WASHINGTON The Bush
administration said Wednesday a
proposal by Iran for nuclear negotiations falls short of U.N. demands
that it cease uranium enrichment,
and the U.S. began plotting unspecified "next moves" with other
governments.
Those could include U.N. sanctions against Iran unless it reverses
course and agrees to a verifiable
halt to enrichment activities that
can be central to making nuclear
weapons.
The State Department, in a terse
statement, acknowledged that Iran
considered its proposal to be a serious one. "We will review it; the
statement said in what appeared to
he a conciliatory gesture to a government it regularly denounces as
a sponsor of terror.
But the statement went on to
say that Iran’s response to a joint
offer of U.S. and European trade
and other benefits if the enrichment program was halted "falls
short of the conditions set by the
Security Council" full and verifiable suspension of all uranium enrichment activity.
"We are consulting closely, including with other members of the
Security Council, on next steps; it
said. The United Nations has set a
deadline of next Thursday for a formal reply by Tehran.
President Bush met with Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
at the White House and then discussed Iran’s proposal in a telephone call with U.N. SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan.
The call was initiated by Annan,
White House spokeswoman Dana
Perin said.
The administration has cautioned Iran that it will seek sanctions in the Security Council if
Tehran does not step enriching

uranium.
Administration officials have refrained from outlining what punishment they might have in mind.
It could include economic or political penalties, perhaps international
curbs on trade.
Rice, meanwhile, telephoned
Javier Solana, the senior European Union diplomat who oversees
exchanges with Iran. No account
of their conversation, nor of her
meeting with the president, was
provided.
By not rejecting Iran’s proposal
outright, the administration indicated there may be a basis for
dealing with long-held concerns
that Tehran is developing nuclear
weapons, an allegation the Iranians
deny.
"The diplomats are continuing
to look at it; Perin said. "We’re
working with our allies;
France took a firm and quick
stand. Foreign Minister Philippe
Douste-Blazy said Iran must suspend uranium enrichment if it
wants to return to negotiations.
Russia’s foreign ministry, evidently ambivalent, said it would
continue to seek a negotiated solution. And China appealed for
dialogue, urging "constructive
measures" by Iran and patience
from the United States and its allies.
Patrick Clawson, deputy director of the Washington Institute for
Near East Policy, said the adtninistration may seek restrictions on
providing Iran with dual-use technology material that could be
put to military use.
Clawson, in an interview, said
that could give the United States
and its allies leverage to pressure
companies not to trade with Iran.
Analyst Ilan Berman, vice president for policy at the American Foreign Policy Council, said sanctions
can work because Iran’s economy is

vulnerable on several levels.
"But the U.N. approach is going
to be tailored to be palatable to the
Russians and the Chinese; he said.
On U.S. policy, Berman said,
"The problem is we are facing diminishing options and military
action has to figure in there somewhere if all else fails:’
David Mack, a former U.S. diplomat who heads the Middle East
Institute, said, "Whatever leverage we have on this issue we get
through the collective weight of
our diplomacy with other governments;
The United States can maintain
its leverage with other governments
by not being provocative while
at the same time "maintaining a
stick in the closet; he said.
Iran met its self-imposed deadline Tuesday for responding to
the U.S.-European offer, which
includes the possibility of U.S.
help for civilian nuclear programs
but only if Iran stops uranium
ern ichment.
On Capitol Hill, meanwhile, the
House Intelligence Committee issued a report that concluded Iran
was a strategic threat and a country focused on developing nuclear
weapons capability. It also linked
Iran to Hezbollah, Hamas and other terrorist groups.
"Iran’s support of radical Islamists with weapons and money
demonstrates in real terms the
danger it poses to America and our
said the committee’s chairman, Rep. Peter Hoekstra, R-Mich.
He said Iran "will not be satisfied
until it poses a threat to the entire
world."
The report also said there are
gaps in the ability of U.S. intelligence agencies to keep up with
developments in Iran’s nuclear
program and suggested hiring
more intelligence agents who
speak Farsi.
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’If I just lay here/Would you lie
with me and just forget the world?’
- Snow Patrol, ’Chasing Cars’
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Electronic Arts delivers new features with Madden ’07
By Kris Anderson
Daily Staff Writer
As soon as those lucky enough
to own a next -generation system
vomited over the excuse-of-agame Electronic Arts Sports-produced titled "Madden ’06; hardcore football garners across the
country last year marked Aug. 22
on their calendars,
But Thesday came and went, as
did the much-anticipated release
of the first non -port, next-gen
Madden football game.
Maddenoliday, EA called it,
might have very well taken thousands of billable hours away from
hard-working Americans.
But how will this year’s nextgen Madden stack up?
The shiny box with the goofylooking turducken man himself
smiling at you from the cover is
accompanied by a DVD, in the
special edition. And while looking
interesting, isn’t worth watching.
For those hardcore stick-jockeys who’ve been playing Madden
since before Eddie George made
his cursed appearance on the cover, it offers nothing new.
It showcases some behindthe-scenes footage, a chronicle of
the game throughout the years;
essentially nothing more than
window dressing.
Putting in the real game,
however, sent chills through
my thumbs as months of mutual angst and anticipation were
finally exorcised.
high,
were
My
hopes
because compared to last year’s
installment, watching TO. ride a
stationary bike in a Lance Armstrong costume was far more

entertaining.
The game looks like it has all
the pieces to finally satisfy the
thirst next-gen garners have had
for more than a year now.
There are unlockable and playable Hall Of Fame vets, a new run
to daylight feature, unique running
styles (such as Tiki Barber’s no.
style), new animations (including
a nifty open-field dive at the goal
line where the player stops on the
1 -yard line, extends out his arms
and tips over like a falling tree for
six).
You get the picture. The game
is big.
Headlining the gameplay additions this year is the ability to control lead blockers. So any garners
out there who played on the offensive line in high school, like yours
truly, will finally get some overdue
glory.
EA made it a commonality to
take control of a Larry Allen, pull
to the left and pancake a poor
cornerback into the third row.
While fun, learning to master the
blocking scheme in general is difficult.
On any given play, a blocker
can target defenders, pancake, cut
or impact block or just lock up a
defender; all with your favorite
running back in tow.
But the back doesn’t always
follow you to the massive hole you
just created, and once the block
is made, switching back to the
runner takes too long, if you’re
able to switch back at all.
’Ihe superstar and createa-player features underwent
renovations, adding mini-games
such as a 40 -yard dash and bench

press, establishing speed and
strength attributes.
The controls for these little
gems are mapped to the thumb
sticks and take a little getting used
to.
After the superstar finishes his
combine, the game returns most
of the same options as the Xbox
version of Madden ’06, adding
this year the possibility to take a
superstar through an entire career
and possibly to Canton.
And, for whichever position the
superstar plays, the user is locked
into the position for the duration
of his playing days, meaning no
more stat-padding superstars.
But after starting my dynasty, I
found that the edit player features
lacked a few things.
I’ll be the first to admit I used
to always jack up the ratings of
my favorite NFL-er, posting 99s
across the board.
No more in ’07.
EA even took out the equipment editing option, rendering
me powerless to make all my guys
look like they just stepped out of
an Under Armor commercial.
Another problem with the
game is the in -game fatigue
meter, which always reads green
and healthy. While EA has said
that the fatigue does register in game, the meter never reads properly.
Meaning, after four straight Jerome Bettis-style runs between the
tackles, the poor back will fumble.
Not to worry though, a patch will
be available for those paying for
an Xbox live subscription.
From the 360 standpoint, the
graphics look stunning: Vernon
Davis’ dreads flow and move

CD Releases
Clerks II - ’Original
Soundtrack’
Paris Hilton -OutEast ’Idlewild’
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as they should in reality, the
NFI:s resident Hercules-of-a-referee Ed Hochuli is in the game,
the grass shows depth and shadow,
sweat runs down arms, even portions of the field degenerate into
dirt splotches as play progresses
over them.
But why does everyone look like
card-carrying BALCO members?
Its almost as if every player in the
game shot up human growth hormone, making only David Boston
happy.
One cool snippet stemming
from LA’s exclusive license with
the league involves manual replays.
Say you’re kicking off to open
the first quarter. You lay a bomb 3
yards deep in the end zone, they
bring it out and you time a perfect
hit-stick to jar the ball loose and
recover the fumble deep in your
opponent’s territory.
"(Expletive deleted)" you say, "I
gotta see that again;

Muse combines musical genres
with newest ’Revelations’ album

You can’t be sure you are getting
the right books from an online
bookseller that has no connection to SJSU. It might seem like a
bargain... ’till you add shipping...
deal with out of stocks... and get
stuck with a book you can’t return.

*
The album takes the listener
on a journey from symphonic
metal to synthetic pop to opera to
flamenco and back again.
The chillingly foreboding vocals
of Matthew Bellamy have as much
range as the styles from which they
borrow.
Bellamy channels Freddie
Mercury in "Invincible" and
"Knights of Cydonia" with his
falsetto pitch, and he drops to a
throatier, more seductive tenor in
"Hoodoo; one of the more interesting tracks on the album.
"Hoodoo" begins with a Spanish guitar and Bellamy’s haunting
voice singing, "Come into my life/
regress into a dream; before introducing a powerful classical piano
and climaxing with a heavy symphonic sound.
Other songs such as "Starlight"
and "Supermassive Black Hole"
illuminate the band’s ability to cater to a broader audience with synthetic pop rifts and catchy tunes.
The band seamlessly juxtaposes
dark, brooding lyrics with a light
upbeat sound.
Bellamy mournfully sings "I
just wanted to hold you in my
arms" against a frivolous-sounding piano and light-hearted electric guitar.
The poppy "Supermassive Black
Hole" would have potential if it
didn’t sound exactly like Britney
Spears’ "Do Somethin:"
The lyrics and vocals are the

DVD Releases
’Poseidon’
’Silent Hill’
’Sketches of Frank Gehry’

You’re buying
fiur books

By Dominique Streeter
Daily Seisidr St,,// II ’rder
British rock trio Muse’s versatile new album "Black Holes and
Revelations" showcases an extensive range of musical styles that
perfectly complement the band’s
melodramatic attitude.

EA added to the head-snapping replay feature some of the
same music used in NFL Films.
Albeit small, the symphonic tones
make a big impact in creating the
authentic NFL feel.
Overall, the games finer points
need refinement.
A generic radio announcer
took the place of Madden and Al
Michaels, there’s too much smacktalking and any soundtrack with
that guy from Dashboard Confessional in it urges use to rip out my
eardrums.
But this is Madden, the new est graphicalls intense gameplay
staple of virtual football.
Despite sonic small, nitpicky
flaws, the game is what I hoped for
and expected.
Time, and whether or not
I win the Superbowl with the
Niners on All -Madden, will tell if
this year’s version earns the moniker as greatest football game to
date.

’Invincible’
’Beerfest’
’How to Eat Fried Worms’

ere.

The real deal is at your
Spartan Bookstore! Get
all the stuff you need
-textbooks, school
supplies, computer
hardware and software,
iPods and more- and all
the stuff you want right
here on campus!

P11010 COURTESY OF WARNER 01101111 ITS

only thing setting the two songs expected elements creates an epic
apart and it comes across as a bla- six -minute song that feels much
tant rip-off of a song that wasn’t shorter.
The album’s melancholy tone
even great to begin with.
The album gains momen- might have been considered "emu’
tum on its fourth track, "Map or even angsty if not supported by
of the Problematique7 The song such powerful instrumentals and
features an impressive intro- vocals. Its depth comes from the
duction reminiscent of a cross many layers of musical genres and
between ABBA and Queen that tones blended together, as well as
dramatically builds to an ’80s the meaningful and well thought
out lyrics.
glarn- rock crescendo.
Altogether, this album feels inure
Muse returns to a more authentic rock sound on "Assas- like an experience than an album.
Although some of the songs
sin," a track featuring much faster
might sound fine on their own,
guitar rifts and a metal feel.
"City of Delusion" uses Span- they work better as a hole.
As you listen to each song, it is
ish guitar to create a Latin
rhythm, which contrasts nicely increasingly harder to categorize
with a throbbing beat, courtesy of Muse in any specific genre, and
Dominic Howard on drums and one gains a greater appreciation
for the way they effortlessly blend
Chris Wolstenholme on bass.
’the true achievement of the al- the familiar with the unfamiliar.
If you’re looking for an album
bum arrives at the end.
that rocks and Isn’t afraid to test
"Knights of Cydonia" is the triboundaries, check out "Black
umph of the album, once again
Holes and Revelations;
channeling Queen, this time with
an old -west and outer-space feel- "All reviews are based on a five
ing. The combination of these un- ’star’ rating system.
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Recreation groups
combine together

Permit me to park

eallPfele
PaYing di .i
cashier rlhe,,.

"O.

FELIX LING/ DAILY STAFF

Kawa Ahmadzar, a junior transfer student majoring in corporate finance management, fills out an application for a parking permit in the Student Services
Center on Wednesday

RANKS- College of Business receives lower score on list
Continued from page I
ness programs and departments."
Bruce Magid, dean of the College of Business, does not think
that the criteria for the ranking is
relevant to the success of the College of Business.
"We judge our success in our

ability to place our students in
rewarding and challenging jobs,"
Magid said.
Magid also considers the faculty and students that the college
of business attracts and how they
"work with regional corporations
and individuals in the community."

"U.S. News and World Report"
determined that SJSU was number 41 under west coast universities that offer master’s degrees.
The book contains more than
1,400 colleges of many types and
features various categories used to
rank the schools.
Some of these include the grad-

uation and retention rate, the average graduation rate, the percentage
of classes with fewer than 20 people
and the student to faculty ratio.
According to the SJSU Web site,
SISU also tied for 10th place for a
public university in the West that
offers both bachelor’s and master’s
degrees.

By Ryan Berg
AidyStall Wriier
The Student Union and Associated Students are taking part in a
program that will combine their
knowledge and resources to help
inform and provide services for
students in dealing with San lose
State University’s sports and recreational programs.
The new program, Spartan Rec
Connect, plans to accomplish this
by creating a new system for them
to help each other so they may
more effectively help the students.
This idea was brought about by
SJSU Recreation Facilities Manager Caryn Murray while attending
a National Intramural Recreational Sports Association meeting.
Murray said many students
were going to the wrong places
trying to find information on certain programs and the staffs were
often unable to help them.
Currently, the Student Union
heads up the Aquatic Center, the
Sport Club, the Bowling Center
and Club Sports.
The Associated Students is in
charge of the intramural sports,
fitness, adventures and outreach
programs.
"We began this program in the
middle of May, and within two
weeks we had a name, and a mission," Murray said.
Murray said all logical parties
should be brought together in
Spartan Rec Connect.
A.S. Campus Recreation and
Special Projects Manager Randy
Saffold said he is very optimistic
about the cooperation as well.
"It is really confusing for the
students, and many of them don’t
understand half of the stuff told to
them:’ Saffold said.
According to Saffold, this "informational sharing" will create a
"virtual environment" where the
students can go to either the Student Union or the AS., and find
out the information they need, as

well as be informed of more opportunities.
Spartan Rec Connect will also
enable the Student Union and AS.
to more efficiently use their funds
by creating joint projects for the
students during the semester.
Already in line are water polo,
swimming, floor hockey and
dodge ball.
According to Nicole Hagar, assistant director of fitness and activities, some students do not know
about the opportunities available
to them, such as access to 38 fitness
classes for nine dollars.

"It makes it more
comfortable for us...."
Nicole Hagar,
assisstant director
of fitness activites
Hagar said she thinks this program will help the staff as well.
"It makes it more comfortable
for us, because we would get the
runaround, too, in trying to find
help for the people who come to
us:’ Hagar said.
Eventually, Spartan Rec Connect also plans to relocate the
Campus Recreational Department
so it is closer to the Event Center
Sport Club to further increase
communication and resource
sharing between the staffs.
With informing and easing the
confusion of students as their first
priority, the Student Union and
A.S. hope that this will .park future cooperation between other
departments on the campus as
well.
Spartan Rec Connect will hold
a marketing day Tuesday in front
of the Event Center.
Fitness equipment will be set
up outside, as well as a barbecue,
to give students a chance to learn
more about the program.
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SUBSCRIBER BENEFITS
Create your own series
Unlimited ticket exchange
Ticket exchange by phone
SEASON HIGHLIGHT
Violinists Joshua Bell,
Hilary Hahn, and Midori
Berlioz’s The Damnation of Faust
Mahler Symphonies 4 and 7
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If you didn’t buy your textbooks at Half.com, you paid too much. Half.com has
all the textbooks you need like chemistry, astronomy and history for a lot less.
FOR A LIMITED TIME, SAVE MI ADDITIONAL $S ON PURCHASES OF $50 OR MORE SIMPLY USE THIS CONE SAYEBIGNOW
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Cieanroom and Laboratory Micro-Cleaner Position
Serving the Pharmaceutical Industry In the South Bay. PT/FT
positions available 15-40 hours/wk. $1.0 an hour start with opportunity for advancement. Evenings and weekends. Ideal job
for college students. Must have transportation. Potential for fulltime employment by pharmaceutical companies upon graduation
Call Santiago gi (510)728-1106
from college.
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SJSU students navigate through Greek membership drives

GAVIN MCCHESNEY/ DAILY SENIOR STAFF

San Jose State University sophomore Jake Canes, of Kappa Sigma. takes a look around before campaigning for pledges Wednesday at Paseo de Ceasar E. Chavez.

LI
t

Governor and Democrats
spar over global warming
.

By Samantha Young
,oeth let’ Prr.,.

SACRAMENTO Compromise over a bill that would
make California the first state
to cap industrial emissions of
greenhouse gases remained
elusive Wednesday as Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger and
legislative Democrats clashed
over how businesses could
meet the requirement.
Just days away from their
legislative deadline, the governor and Assembly Speaker
Fabian Nunez showed little
appetite to budge on the most
contentious point: whether
California should have a socalled cap-and-trade emission
program that would give affected businesses flexibility to
meet their reductions.
The stakes are high for both
sides. The Democrats supporting the bill want to toughen
California’s already stringent
emission standards, while
Schwarzenegger is seeking to
burnish his environmental
credentials in a Democrat leaning state as he seeks reelection.
The Republican governor
has made addressing climate
change a centerpiece of his
environmental agenda. He issued an executive order last
year directing the state to reduce its projected greenhouse
gas emissions by 25 percent by
2020, and last month signed
an agreement with British
Prime Minister Tony Blair to
share technology and strategies to reduce emissions.
But negotiating amendments to the greenhouse gas
bill has proven to be a delicate
balancing act for Schwarzenegger. He also is trying address
the concerns of the manufacturers, utilities, and oil and gas
refineries that would be most
affected by the bill.
Part of his strategy has been
to advocate a pro-business approach to meet the emission
caps. His administration has
argued that industries need

flexibility in the ways they governor a bill the environcan achieve the goals of the mental community doesn’t
bill, which seeks to lower the support:’ he said. "The mooutput of carbon dioxide and ment we start tearing away
at the enforceability and the
other greenhouse gases.
For example, businesses that mandate to reduce carbon
have a difficult time reducing emission, then there’s no reatheir emissions can buy cred- son to do the bill."
Many companies are lookits from other companies or
from plants operated by their ing at the proposed caps and
own company in other states wondering, "How in the heck
or countries. The idea is that if are we going to deal with
such emissions are reduced in these?" said Kent Stoddard,
a spokesman for Waste Manone area, everyone benefits.
Likewise, companies that agement Inc., California’s largcan meet the tougher stan- est landfill and recycling comdards can make money by pany, said
"There will be many indusselling credits to those that
tries that simply can’t find the
cannot.
It is a system that is being carbon reductions they need,"
tested in Europe and one pro- Stoddard said.
Carbon dioxide is a natumoted by Schwarzenegger.
"That is a very important ral byproduct of the cement
concept because it inspires manufacturing process, for inpeople Schwarzenegger said. stance. Representatives of that
"It incentives people to go industry argue that the curquicker because there’s money rent bill would mean cuts in
production. which could lead
for them. There’s a market:"
As it’s currently written, to layoffs and lower revenue.
They say creating a market
the bill lacks assurances that
where
businesses will be able to en- for emission credits
gage in such market -based other businesses make reducactivity, said Environmental tions on behalf of the cement
Protection Agency Secretary industry would achieve the
Linda Adams. It only allows desired reductions while alfor the California Air Re- lowing cement companies to
sources Board to consider the continue operating in California.
idea.
Environmentalists say such
Democrats said they fear
such a system could prove un- a program shortchanges comworkable if California is alone munities that are home to the
in setting the tougher emis- industries that say they cannot
meet the emission requiresion standards.
At issue is how Califor- ments. California already is
nia regulators would monitor the world’s 12th largest emita market -based system. It’s ter of greenhouse gases.
"It leaves our communities
unclear how they would be
assured that plants in other still having high emissions,
states or countries that are when on a global level one
trading credits with California may be able to sec a global rebusinesses are actually reduc- duction," said Angela Johnson
Meszaros, general counsel for
ing their emissions.
Nunez, D- Los Angeles, the Los Angeles-based Calisaid he wants to work out dif- fornia Environmental Rights
ferences with Schwarzeneg- Alliance.
On Wednesday, Schwarger but said Democrats would
take a hard line on the market - zenegger declined to say
based amendments sought by whether he would veto legislation that omits his market apthe governor.
"I am not going to send the proach.

By Heather Driscoll
Duly Stall ii ivIer
Chaos. Clutter. Campaigns. Fliers thrown in your face. Sounds like
the beginning of a new semester
at San Jose State University where
Greek members run around trying
to recruit new pledges.
Rush Week, the time when it’s
almost impossible not to take notice of the endless strip of fraternities and sororities lined up on
Paseo de Cesar Chavez and the Art
Quad, each one grasping for attention of each student.
Some students bow their heads
and smuggle their way thiough,
others stampede across without
looking back, while some stop and
have a listen.
"Greek life is one of the greatest experiences college has to offee said Yaser Najafi, a fourth -year
member of Delta Upsilon fraternity. "It can sometimes get stressful
and chaotic, but at the same time,
you meet a lot of great people and
receive a lot of great opportunities:’
Caleiuh Brewer, who just returned from active duty in Iraq and
is now a member of Sigma Nu, said
that the fraternities are trying to
combat the stereotype of extreme
partying by incorporating educational and beneficial foundations.
"Greek life has become a form of
positive reinforcement for students
to complete their schooling as
well as help out their community,"

Brewer said.
"Of course, there is the social
setting and partying that comes
along with every fraternity:’ Brewer said. "However, it is also a good
outlet for students who are new
to the school or are moving out
from home and want to make new
friends and get involved:’
Danny Galvin, a member of Sigma Nu, said his fraternity is very
active and involved with the community.
"Just this past year each of the
guys did about four hours of community service, as well as, donated
canned foods to St. ludes Hospital:’
Galvin said. "This year we plan on
doing those same things along with
setting up a blood drive and even a
sex education course:’
Meanwhile, another fraternity,
Kappa Sigma, focuses on four key
principles: fellowship, leadership,
scholarship and service.
Kevin Madsen, a recruitment
manager for Kappa Sigma, said
these four elements are very key
in establishing a brotherhood and
partnership amongst the fraternity.
"These principles are more like
guidelines for our fraternity and
for all fraternities. They all involve
utilizing the diversity within the
organization, doing good for the
community, caring for your brothers which is why we don’t do hazing and getting involved outside of
the community."

Ohio University grads accused of plagiarism
Associated Press
ATHENS, Ohio More than
three dozen Ohio University graduates accused of plagiarism must
appear before a panel that will decide whether they can rewrite their
master’s projects or face penalties,
which could include losing their
degrees.
In May, a committee investigating allegations of copying in the
engineering graduate program said
it found plagiarism in master’s degree theses dating back 20 years.
Most of the copying was in background material, and there was no

evidence of falsified research data,
but investigators said the problem
was rampant and flagrant. Thirtyseven graduates were accused.
The university at first said the
accused graduates would not need
to defend their work if they rewrote the plagiarized passages. But
on Tuesday, Dennis Irwin, dean of
the engineering college, said that
was incorrect.
"I don’t know what penalties the
committee will decide on, but the
possibility of revocation of degrees
is very strong," Irwin said.
The probe began after a me-

chanical engineering student reported in 2004 that he found what
he suspected was copying while
reading other students’ papers.
Professor Jay Gunasekera sued
the university for defamation earlier this month after being stripped
of his role as a graduate student adviser in the department. Another
professor, Bhavin Mehta, also has
been blocked from advising.
A committee has been formed
to review about 50 other theses and
doctoral dissertations that Gunasekera and Mehta supervised, Irwin
said.

CONTACT THE SPARTAN DAILY AT 924-3281

west Textbook Prices
GUARANTEED!
WE’LL REFUND
DOUBLE THE DIFFERENCE*
’visd Spartan Bookstore tor Details

Nri Spartan Bookstore
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campus departments

PROMOTE YOUR EVENTS
Guest speakers
Open house

Special events
Class vacancies
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Special fall rates for on campus departments
Call 924-3270 for details
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This is an experimental course in newspaper and magazine design
Since the course is experimental, only one course will be offered.
It will be an honors course with enrollment limited to 21 - 7 in
magazines, 7 in news -editorial and 7 in photo. Preference will be given
to majors who will be on Access or who will be designing pages or
working as photographers for the Spartan Daily
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Advertising Layout and Production
Principles of design applied to print advertising, print
production theory, and practicial application. Preparation
of layouts and mechanicals utilizing latest computer
applications. Instruction in use of type, printing processes,
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NE\\TS
President Bush renews his resolve to combat terrorist groups abroad
THURSDAY
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WASHINGTON In the thick
of an election campaign, President
Bush has revived and retooled his
argument that the U.S. must fight
terrorists overseas or face them
here. Despite the unpopularity of
the Iraq war, some GOP candidates
are borrowing Bush’s line.
"We leave before the mission is
done, the terrorists will follow us
here," Bush warned at a news conference this week.
Rep. Curt Weldon, R-Pa., locked
in a tight Philadelphia-area reelection race, went a step further.
"We either fight them there, or we
fight them in the supermarkets and
streets here he said Wednesday in
an interview with CNN.
Bush is not on the ballot this
midterm election year. But control
of the GOP-led Congress is. So the
elections could determine the fate
of what’s left of Bush’s second-term
agenda.
The fight-them-there theme has
been part of Bush’s national security stump speech since 2003. But
the "follow us here" part is a relatively new twist.
Noting polls that show growing
Iraq war opposition, Bush and other Republicans have been stressing

links between Iraq and the broader because of the war. That compares
war against terrorism a connecwith 74 percent of Democrats. The
tion Democrats generally dismiss.
poll of 1,001 adults, taken Aug. 7-9,
They’ve also been trumpeting had a margin of sampling error of
their record of urging aggressive plus or minus 3 percentage points.
action against terrorists.
Also, a CBS-New York Times
"What you’re seeing here is a re- poll on Wednesday said just 44
statement of what the administra- percent of Americans now contion, and I think most Republicans, sider the Iraq conflict part of the
consider to be a truth, which is broader war on terror as the adthat Iraq is right now the principal ministration contends down 10
battleground in the war on terror:’ points from June. More than half
said GOP consultant Rich Galen.
now say it is not.
The foiling by British authorities
"That’s exactly why the president
of an alleged terrorist plot to blow is refocusing on this, to remind
up U.S.-bound planes gave new im- people that that’s an incorrect aspetus to the terrorism issue for Re- sessment. They are tied together,"
said Galen.
publicans even as it underscored
that potential terror strikes against
Stephen Cimbala, a professor at
the United States could come from Penn State University who studies
the interaction between war and
anywhere.
An AP-Ipsos poll released U.S. politics, said Bush and RepubWednesday found that 60 percent lican leaders clearly have decided
of Americans believe that in the that emphasizing their leadership
long run there will be more terror- in fighting terrorism is the best way
ism in the United States because of to maintain congressional GOP
the war in Iraq.
majorities.
"And the more issues they can
That’s up substantially from an
AP-Ipsos poll taken in December commingle with the war on terror,
2003, after the capture of Saddarn the better for them:’ Cimbala said.
Hussein, when the figure was 40
Republicans hope that by crankpercent.
ing up their rhetoric on fighting
In the new poll, 40 percent of terrorism they can offset the growRepublicans said they believe there ing opposition to the Iraq war and
will be more terrorism in the U.S. blunt Democratic calls for troop
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withdrawals.
"That’s their strategy and message: We’re going to make you safer
at home if we fight the terrorists
there said James Thurber, a political scientist at American University. "The language may have
changed, but the theme has not:’
Is Bush right? Will staying in
Iraq keep the U.S. from having to
fight terrorists at home?
"It’s partly true and partly not
true," said Jon Alterman, director
of the Middle East Program with
the Center for Strategic and International Studies.
He said al-Qaida and other terror groups who once found refuge
in lawless places like Afghanistan
would probably fill any vacuum
in Iraq created by departing U.S.
troops, setting up training camps
and lines of communication.
"But what is also true is that
sometimes in fighting a war on terror, you create the conditions under which more people decide to be
terrorists:’ Alterman said. "there’s a
lot on both sides of the ledger. Part
of it depends on how Iraq turns out
and part of it depends on the conduct of U.S. policy:’
More and more Republicans,
even war supporters like Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz., are voicing un-

happiness with the administration’s
efforts to sell the war to Americans.
McCain, a potential 2008 presidential candidate, said Tuesday the
administration had misled Americans into believing the conflict
would be "some kind of day at the
beach:’ McCain was in Ohio campaigning for Republican Sen. Mike
DeWine, who is in a tough re-election fight in which the war is a key

Associated Press
WASHINGTON The Education Department was working to fix a software glitch in its
student loan Web site after users complained
that they could see other people’s personal data.
The department said Wednesday that only a
"limited number" of the program’s 6.4 million
borrowers were believed to be affected after the
problem began Sunday, since not all use the on-

line system. It did not specify how many.
The program involves holders of federal direct student loans, not those who have loans
managed through private companies.
The department blamed the data breach on a
routine software upgrade, conducted by Dallasbased contractor Affiliated Computers Services
Inc., that appeared to mix up data for different
borrowers when they accessed the Web site.
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DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business.
Perfect for students. Earn up to $250 every
weekend. Must have reliable truck. Heavy
lifting is req’d. Call 408 292-7876 or www.
astrojump.com
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY PLUS
seeking Infant, Toddler & Preschool Teachers
& Aides. FT& PT positions avail. Substitute
positions are also avail that offer flex hrs. ECE
units are req’d for teacher positions but not
req’d for Aide positions, Excellent opportunity
for Child Develop majors. Call Cathy for an
interview' 244-1968 X16 or fax res. to 2487433
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8th school seeks
responsible individuals for extended daycare,
PT, PMs. No ECE units req’d. Previous childcare exp. a must. Please call 248-2464
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Hiring: Security-All Hrs 24/7, PT/ FT Possible Commute.
Scheduler-Eves. PT. (408)247-4827

LIFE SKILLS TRAINER
Upbeat, fun work environ teaching basic
life skills to developmentally disabled adults
in their home and community. Flex Sched
around school FT/ PT/ NOW HIRING SJ/ E.
Bay $10-12 to start email resume to personnelecypressils.org or fax to 408-490-2794.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY We are
currently hiring for PIT positions We offer a
great working environment with day & evening
shifts for responsible and energetic people.
Apply In person. 2.30 to 4.00, Mon-Wed. We
are located in San Pedro Square
CHILDREN’S SCIENCE INSTRUCTOR Mad
Science after school programs and in school
workshops provide you with the opportunity
to work as few as two 1 -hour classes. up to
several classes per week. Come join our team
and become a -Mad Scientist." This job is a
blast!!!
www.madscience.org/southbay
TENOR SOLOIST St_ Ann Chapel in Palo Alto
is seeking a tenor soloist to join the professional quartet that provides the service music
for masses. Candidates must be able to sightread well, have solo potential, and be able to
produce a straight tone. An honorarium is paid
each service. Interested tenors should contact
us to arrange an audition. (408)480-9730

PERSONAL ASST/HOUSEKEEPER
$10-13/ HR. P. T., FLEX HRS. SOMEONE TO
KEEP UP HSE HOLD DUTIES, LAUNDRY,
TIDY, ORGANIZE, NO HEAVY CLEAN. PH
CALLS, APPT., FILE, MAIL. SOME DRIVING. MUST HAVE OWN CAR, REF. MNT.
DRIVING, SNTA CRUZ MNT LOCATION,
(408)892-4407

ATTENTION SPARTANS Welcome back! Are
you looking for part-time/ full-time work to help
you get through the school semester? Well,
look no further. Corinthian Parking Services is
looking for valet parking attendants for our local shopping malls, hotels and private events
We will work around your school schedule.
Requirements for an interview
Y Must have a valid California Class C license
Y Must provide a current DMV printout
Y MUST be responsible, well-groomed and
punctual.
MUST HAVE EXCELLENT CUSTOMER
SERVICE SKILLS.
If you qualify, please call 408-593-9612 for an
interview.
LOS GATOS SWIMS RACQUET CLUB is
currently accepting applications In the following depts: Front Desk. Fitness Start, Childcare
& Maintenance Must be outgoing & able to
multi -task. Good customer service skills a +.
PT-AM/PM shifts avail Call (408) 356-2136 or
fax res to (408) 358-2593
WANTED: BEFORE & AFTER-SCHOOL
TEACHERS/ LEADERS. This is a great opp
for anyone who enjoys working w/children AM
& PM shifts avail Exp wrking w/children & 12
units in child related classes. preferred Call
Small World Schools 6408-370-2700 X 20 or
fax res to 408-370-0505
NANNY Seeking young energetic and reliable
nanny to care for our loving 1 -year -old son
Home located in Cambrian area approx 15
minutes to SJSU Max 32 hours per week
$8-$10 per hour based on exp. Transportation
required/ good driving record. Child Development interest preffered/ prior experience Ref
requested Willing to be flexible with school
schedule, let’s talk. Email Resume sljepavaa
yahoo com
PH(408)513-4917
SITTERS WANTED. $10 or more per hour,
Register FREE for jobs at www.student-sllfers.com
DENTAL OFFICE HELP Dental office near
Valley Fair Is looking for a p/ t front desk receptionist and a prt back office assistant WIII
frein-fer-beth-peeitferne-Etweil-er-feff-reettrwe;-position Interested in 8. hvs avail to work
salary history to jtanakaddsfigasbcglobal.net
(408)279-8081 fax
TUTOR WANTED 6 Grader. Twice a walk, 23 hrs. each. ;12/ hr. South SJ (4011)3134558

LEADER

Now hiring Recreation Leaders to work in
school -age Before and After School programs.
Available shifts: 7:00am-230pm. 700am11.30am and 2:00pm-6.00pm Monday through
Friday or M/ W/ F or T/ TH Pay ranges from
9.22/ hr. -11.32/ hr depending upon experience. Please email your resume to Kathy
Wnnovich at kathyalgsrecreation.org or call
354-8700 ext. 245.
FOOD SERVICE/EXPRESSO BAR/HOST PT
positions avail. in S’vale restaurant. Flex Hrs
$11.00 to start. Call VVendyfa733-9331
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program. Indoor pool Exp with children a must. Teaching
exp not req’d. AM/ PM/ WE shifts avail. Email
res to sdavis'avac.us
EARN $21300+ MONTHLY and more to type
simple ads online, www.dataentrytypers com

FOR RENT
3BD-2BA-2 BLOCKS FROM
SJSU
3bd apartment with walk in closets Great
for students/ roommates!, Great Floor Plan!
Washer & Dryers on premisis Parking available!’ Only $1,275 mo, may work with you on
the deposit!! email sjrninv@aol com

WANTED
SSPERM DONORS NEEDED$ Up to $900/
month Healthy Men, in college or w/college
degree. wanted for our anonymous sperm
donor program Help people realize their
dreams of starting a family Apply Online
www cryobankdonors corn
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Since Sunday, four borrowers have complained,
a spokeswoman said.
The department said it had disabled the
malfunctioning parts of the Web program and
will not turn them back on until the problem
is fixed.
The software glitch is the latest in a series of
data thefts and other breaches crossing nearly a
dozen federal agencies in recent months.
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HOW TO PLAY:
Each row must contain
the numbers 1 to 9; each
column must contain the
numbers 1 to 9; and
each set of 3 by 3 boxes
must contain the numbers 1 to 9.

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

Submit and Pay tor your Classifieds Online with the convenience of a credit card. Questions on how to place your classified’ Call 408.924.3277

RECREATION LEADERS WANTED Recreation leaders will work in the Mitchell Park
teen center, IThe Drool. Teen Leaders need
to be role models for Middle School Teens,
creative and willing to be a part of a dynamic
team Leaders will supervise dances, teen activities, games, field trips and more. Hours are
afternoons 2:45-6 and some evenings available Pay ranges from $9.15 to $11.70. Must
be over 18 years old and obtain fingerprint
and TB clearance. (650)329-2192
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issue.
White House spokeswoman
Dana Perin on Wednesday disputed McCain’s characterization,
saying the president "has been
consistent in saying how tough and
difficult it’s going to be" to stabilize
Iraq.
"But he also said it would be a
mistake if we left, and that the terrorists would follow us here," Pen no said, reprising Bush’s line.
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Education Department works to patch breach in security
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SPARTAN DAILY
Dwight Hemel Hall, Room 210
Phom.
408-124-3277

FAx: 408-924-3282
Email
ciatitillied

casa.sjsu.vdu

wwwthespartandaily.cum
DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offers are not approved or
verified by the newspaper
Certain advertisements in these columns
may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional information
Classified readers
should be reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money
for goods or services In addition, readers
should carefully investigate all firms offering
employment listings or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise
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1 Turkey
5 Colossal one
to Indigo plant
14 Cave sound effect
15 Comic-strip queen
16 Nothing, to Pedro
17 "L’-, c’est moi"
18 Floor models
19 Crushed grapes
20 Silt deposits
22 Calmly
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63 Common expression
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70 Paves the way
71 Smaller amount
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44 Congers
Little kids
Henri’s island
46 Bite
49 Kegler’s target
Rhythm
51 Words
Ring -shaped
island
to the audience
Twangy
52 Kind
Kind of protest
of coverage
Ardent ointment 53 Amigo’s
farewell
Archeologiststnd
Countess’s title 55 Skirt cut glyph)
56 Auditions
Stock ending
Unconscious
57 Social mores
58 Haywire
state
Creme caramel 59 Rum’s partner
60 Pear throwaway
Say it’s so
Garr or Hatcher 61 Iowa college
town
Perfect place
Egg center
64 Keats opus
Heartaches
Fringe Is or was
Extreme degree
Tutted-ear cat
Is sorry about
Not kosher
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Each line averages 25 spaces. Each letter, number, punctuation mark, and space is formatted
into an ad line The first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up
to 20 spaces A minimum of three lines is required Deadline is 10 00 am , 2 -weekdays prior
to publication
MINIMUM THREE LINE CLASSIFIED AD,
DAYS
4
1
2
3
$2500
RATE $10.00 $1500 $2000
$250 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER THE THIRD LINE
$3.00 EACH ADDITIONAL DAY
RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY ALL ADS ARE PREPAID
NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT 40+ consecutive issues 10% discount
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 10% discount Ads must be placed In person In DBH 200 from
10 AM or 3PM. STUDENT ID REQUIRED. Rate applies to student Individual ads
only. Not intended for businesses and/or other persons.
Frequency discount does not apply.
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SPARTAN DAILY

AUGUST 24, 2006

THIS IS NOT

A DESK.

THURSDAY

THIS IS MORE

LIKE IT.

CHECK OUT OUR NEW COLLECTIONS OF DORM

COLLEGE HAPPENS. BE READY.

ROOM FURNITURE AT WALMART.COM/COLLEGE.

WAL*MART

